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Project Title: Taipei Ni Hao 

Ⅰ. Introduction of the Group Project 

The main purpose for us to carry out this group project is to let backpackers 

from other cities or countries know the beauty of Taipei City. Besides knowing 

the well-known tourist attractions, such as Taipei 101, Yangmingshan, National 

Palace Museum and so on, we want to let backpackers travel to other beautiful 

places and realize the different aspects of Taipei City. People may think that 

Taipei City is always hustle and bustle; However, Taipei City can also be 

elegant and relax. In fact, we are famous travel bloggers and we cooperate with 

Taipei Ni Hao travel agency. We design backpackers travel plans that different 

from those of other travel agencies. By travelling with our well-designed plans, 

common travel problems such as facing with crowed people and traffic 

problems will be solved. In addition, we and cooperate travel agency will 

design the travel plan that costs backpackers less budgets since we know that 

most of backpackers have tight budget.                

Ⅱ. Project Content Explanations: Content, Text Explanations 

A. Minor Focus (Overview of My Group Project Content):  

     Our travel agency has made the travel plan for backpackers for three days. 

On the page of ABOUT OUR PROJECT, we point out the current problems, 

solutions, our identities, target audiences, goals, budget, and the software that we 

use to vividly represent our travel plans. We are famous travel bloggers and we 

cooperate with Taipei Ni Hao company to come up with the travel plan that solve 

the common travel problem. Avoiding crowded places, spending less money and 

appreciating different aspects of Taipei City are the purposes of our travel plans. 

Our target audiences are backpackers, and the budget of each backpacker is lower 
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than NT$3500. We use Cacoo, Aurasma, Scratch, Audacity and Easelly to let our 

target audiences (backpackers) to realize more of our projects.  

We have designed three-day travel plans for backpackers. On the day 1, 

backpackers will put their pieces of luggage at the hotel first, then they will go to 

Din Tai Fung (the restaurant that is quite famous in Taipei City) for lunch, 

Dadaocheng (experiencing cultures/food), Lao Di Fang Viewing Platform 

(exercising and seeing airplanes taking off), Ningxia Night Market and finally go 

back to the hotel (capsule hotel which offers breakfast for backpackers). As for the 

second day, they eat breakfast at the hotel in the beginning, then they will go to 

Beitou Thermal Valley (taking a walk and experiencing the feeling of hot spring), 

Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery (taking pictures and 

experiencing Chinese temple cultures), Guandu National Park, Nanjichang Night 

Market and finally go back to the hotel (the same as the day 1 hotel). As for the 

final day, backpackers will eat breakfast at the hotel first, then they will go to 

Shanglian Market (buying some local specialties/food), Maokong (watching 

beautiful scenery/ having lunch), Treasure Hill Artist Village and then go home. 

 In addition to introduce the background, features, must eat in each spot, we also 

use Cacoo, Aurasma, Scratch, Audacity and Easelly to let backpackers understand 

our travel plans. Also, if backpackers have any questions, they can leave us the 

messages (We have set up the feedback page.)   

Finally, we have encountered some difficulties when using these software, and 

we mention the difficulties and solutions at the end of our Google Site page.   

B. Main Focus (My own/collaborative sub-page theme):  

1. My collaborative sub-page theme: ‘‘ABOUT OUR PROJECT’’, 

‘‘CONTACT US’’, ‘‘Difficulties & Solutions’’. (See Appendix) 

ABOUT OUR PROJECT 
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            On this sub-page, we point out the main ideas of our projects, current 

problems, solutions, our identities, target audiences, goals, budget, and the 

software that we use are included. We are famous travel bloggers and we 

cooperate with Taipei Ni Hao company to come up with the travel plan that 

solve the common travel problem. Avoiding crowded places, spending less 

money and appreciating different aspects of Taipei City are the purposes of 

our travel plans. Our target audiences are backpackers, and the budget of 

each backpacker is lower than NT$3500 (I also make the budget list for 

each spot.) We use Cacoo, Aurasma, Scratch, Audacity and Easelly to let 

our target audiences (backpackers) to realize more of our projects.  

CONTACT US 

              In this sub-page, we use Easelly to make our own business cards to 

introduce ourselves. We are famous travel bloggers and we corporate with 

Taipei Ni Hao company to make the travel plans, and we introduce 

ourselves to backpackers. In this way, if backpackers want to travel and like 

our travel ideas and plans, they can contact us easily. In our business cards, 

we include our names, positions and characters of our travel plans, photos, 

telephone numbers, e-mail addresses and goals of our travel plans.  

Difficulties & Solutions 

             In this sub-page, we mention about the difficulties that we encounter 

when using 3+1 software. When doing the final project, I use Google Site, 

Cacoo, Audacity and Easelly software to help me demonstrate the project. 

When using Google Site, I have encountered 2 problems. The first one is 

that I do not know how to change the order of Google Site mini-bar in the 

beginning; however, I find the solution by watching other video clips on 

Google Site and find out that we had to use person who establishes the 
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website account to change the order. That is to say, not everyone has the 

right to change the order of Google Site. And the second difficulty of 

Google Site is I do not know how to add my Audacity work in the 

beginning, because my computer can not export Audacity as MP3 document. 

Afterwards, I decide to export the work as WAV document, and upload it 

onto Google Drive and add the link of it on Google Site and I find it is 

workable.    

            As for Cacoo, I have encountered the problem that the size of Cacoo's 

interface can not fit Google Site perfectly. And I use the ruler to measure the 

width and length of the interface of Google Site, and then record it as the 

length of Cacoo. Although it spends me some time to do it, the length of 

Cacoo does really fit Google Site well. As for the problem of Audacity, it is 

the same that I have mentioned in Google Site part, which is I can not 

successfully export Audacity work. Finally, I have encountered a problem 

on Easelly. The problem is that I find that the templates of Easelly is limited, 

and I can not find the template that really suitable for business card. The 

solution is that I tried to find the horizontal template and changed it a little 

bit.    

2. My own sub-page theme: ‘‘Day 2’’, ‘‘Beitou Thermal Valley’’, ‘‘Dharma 

Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery’’, ‘‘Lunch 

Recommendation’’, ‘‘Day 3’’. (See Appendix) 

Day 2 

      On Day 2 sub-page, I have made the overview itinerary for Day 2 by 

Cacoo. They will eat breakfast at the hotel in the beginning, then they will go 

to Beitou Thermal Valley ,Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan 

Monastery, Guandu National Park, Nanjichang Night Market and finally go 
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back to the hotel. In addition, we also use Scratch software to stimulate the 

person go to these places and his monologue. In this way, the target audience 

would be impressed. 

Beitou Thermal Valley 

    In the beginning of the sub-page, I use Audacity to record the 

introduction of Beitou Thermal Valley. Then, the audience can also listen to 

my introduction. Backpackers can take Tamsui-Xinyi (Red) Line to New 

Beitou Station, go along the road sign then finally they can arrive at the 

destination. Or they can choose to go there by bus. The opening hours are 

from Tuesday to Sunday, Monday is closed for cleaning and maintenance.  

    Hell Valley, Ghost Lake and Yuquan Valley are the nicknames of Beitou 

Thermal Valley. The reasons that Beitou Thermal Valley has these nicknames 

are because it is famous for its sulfur and fog. The backpackers may sweat a 

lot if they go to the valley in summer since the Thermal Valley would have 

the hot feeling. 

   The background of Beitou Thermal Valley is that it was the place for 

visitors to cook and play in the early years; however, it caused many 

accidents and the pollution of the water. Thus, BeitouThermal Valley was 

renovated in 1994. The surroundings of BeitouThermal Valley were set 

railings, pavilions for enjoying beautiful scenery and ditches. Visitors could 

not cook there anymore. Nevertheless, they can soak their foot in the 

ditches and enjoy the hot spring there.  

   Finally, the bottom of the sub-page is the references of Beitou Thermal 

Valley, which have detailed information of Thermal Valley.    

Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery 

  In the beginning of the sub-page, I use Audacity software to record some 
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visiting information of Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery 

(Farmhouse). The opening hours of Farmhouse are from Monday to Friday, and 

Saturday, Sunday and national holidays are from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. It only offers 

group visits only; thus, backpackers have to book in advance. In addition, I list 

some precautions that visitors have to pay attention. They can not smoke, eat, 

drink, and have to keep silent in the spot. As for the transportation part, they can 

choose to take Tamsui-Xinyi Line to Qiyan Station or take the bus to the 

destination. 

      I also mention the background and the feature of farmhouse. It was established 

in 1975, and it was originally the two-story cement room. Afterwards, the room 

is not big enough for people to live and stay; thus, people built other iron houses. 

During the years that Master Sheng Yan lived, these iron houses became 

well-known places. After Master Sheng Yan lived for a while, he told the 

architect 6 words (空中花，水中月), and it was the origin of Water Moon 

Monastery. Because Master Sheng Yan is environmentalist, the building has 

fewer decorations. Thus, the building gives us a sense of tranquility and 

elegancy.  

Finally, the bottom of the sub-page is the references of Dharma Drum 

Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery, which have detailed information of it.   

Lunch Recommendation 

As for lunch, I have recommended two food stands which is located at 

Beitou Station. The first stand is Chi-Mi Beef Noodle, which is cheap and it also 

won the third place in the beef noodle competition. The price of the food is 

basically below 100 dollars; however, if backpackers want to eat its famous 

food-beef noodles, they have to spend around 200 dollars. The opening hours of 

Chi-Mi Beef Noodle are from 11 o’clock to midnight.  
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The second food stand that I recommend is Han-Qi Starch Coated Pork. Its 

Starch Coated Pork is quite delicious and famous, and its price its cheaper than 

the first stand that I mention previously. Finally, the bottom of the sub-page, I 

have posted some articles introducing these two food stands. 

Day 3 

On Day 3 sub-page, I give the quick overview of the itinerary of Day 3.  

Backpackers will eat breakfast at the hotel first, then they will go to Shanglian 

Market, Maokong, Treasure Hill Artist Village and then go back to their homes. 

In addition, we also use Scratch software to stimulate the person go to these 

places and his monologue. In this way, the target audience would be impressed. 

C. Self-evaluation of My Group Project 

     I think I have spent a lot of time on my group project, because I think it is 

meaningful and challenging. I can apply the software that I have learnt in class on 

my group project, and I also have a sense of achievement by uploading all of my 

software and my searching travelling information. All in all, I think I have leant a 

lot through final project. 

Ⅲ. Apps and Software Adopted in the Group Project 

A. My Role in Final Project    

My role in the group project is a travel planner, I plan the itinerary 

of Beitou Thermal Valley, Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan 

Monastery and lunch. I am also one of the leader to remind my group 

members of discussing time and ensure their working progress. 

B. The Way I Coordinate with My Group Members 

 I coordinate with my group members by using social media (Line) 

to arrange meeting time. Generally, we have the discussion on final project 

on every Thursday (12:40-14:20), and I think it is efficient. In addition, if 
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one of us finish his or her assigned parts or spot the problems, he or she will 

post it on Line and have the discussion afterwards. 

C. Apps that I use in the Group Project 

1. The Reasons for Me to Use These Apps  

              The apps that I use in the group project are Google Site, Easelly, 

Cacoo and Audacity. The reason that I choose to use these apps is 

because I think these apps are the most common and practical for me 

to use. There are several reasons for me to use Google Site in the near 

future. Firstly, its storage space is bigger since it can work with Google 

Drive. Secondly, I can design my own website pages to categorized my 

information and data, which is quite convenient and effective for me to 

search. As for Easelly, I think it is a good app for me to make the 

poster or even the resume. It has some beautiful templates for me to 

choose from, and I think it is so practical for me to use. As for Cacoo, I 

think Cacoo is good software for me to categorized the information, it 

can let the complicated data/ information becomes easier. Finally, 

Audacity is the app that I can record sounds and music. For me, these 

apps are quite practical for me to use no matter in my student age or 

even stepping into society; thus, I want to practice and be more 

understand about these apps through my final project, which is my 

motivation to use these apps.    

2. The App Functions and Links to the Website 

      The function of Google Site is that I can establish my own 

website, and I can share with other people to coedit the website. The 

website can put my own work and information. As for the function of 

Easelly, it is a web-based app to create our own infographics with ready 
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made templates. We can also use it to make the posters and resumes. 

Cacoo is the app that we can create tree diagrams, and we can use it to 

simplify the procedure. Finally, Audacity is the app that we can record 

and change the tones and volumes of our voices. In addition, we can 

also use Audacity to add background music and so on.    

Apps/ 

Software 

Link to My Google Site Production of the Apps/Software 

Google 

Site 

https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/ 

Easelly https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/home/contact-us 

Cacoo https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day2 

https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day3 

Audacity https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day2/bei-tou-de-re-gu-fa-gu-shan 

https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day2/fa-gu-shan 

Table 1. List of Links to My Google Site Production of the Apps/Software 

Adopted 

3. Explain the application of this app 

A. Google Site: https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/ 

Fig.1.1 & Fig 1.2: The Navigation Bar of Google Site 

https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/
https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/home/contact-us
https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day2
https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day3
https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day2/bei-tou-de-re-gu-fa-gu-shan
https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day2/fa-gu-shan
https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/
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In the navigation bar, Beitou Thermal Valley, Dharma Drum Mountain 

New Nung Chan Monastery and its sub-page Lunch Recommendation are 

my own create sub-pages. As for About Us, Contact Us, Day 2, Day 3 and 

Difficulties and Solutions are coordinate sub-pages.    

Google Site is the platform that can put our organized information and 

data, and it is convenient for us to search the information. In addition, 

Google Site can work with Google Drive; thus, it can give the users 

larger spaces to use. I think one of its advantages is that it can coedit with 

our group members and is basically easy to use, and I think Google Site 

gives me a sense of achievement after I finished sub-pages that I was 

responsible for. (Difficulties & Solutions → See B. Main Focus → 
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Difficulties & Solutions) 

Fig. 2.1a, 2.2a, 2.3a Beitou Thermal Valley (See B. Main Focus→ 2. 

My Own Page Theme → Beitou Thermal Valley) 
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Fig. 2.1 b, 2.2b, 2.2b, 2.3b, 2.4b, 2.5b Dharma Drum Mountain New 

Nung Chan Monastery (See B. Main Focus→ 2. My Own Page Theme → 

Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery) 
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Fig 2.1c, 2.2c, 2.3c Lunch Recommendation (See B. Main Focus→ 2. 

My Own Page Theme → Lunch Recommendation) 
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B. Easelly: https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/home/contact-us 

 Fig.3: My Work of Easelly 

 

https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/home/contact-us
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  In the sub-page Contact Us shows the information of travel 

planners, representatives, fashion designers. If backpackers have 

interests in our travel itineraries or want to consult, they can directly 

call us or write mails to us. 

  The picture below in is my self-made business card by the software 

Easelly, which clearly shows my name, position, phone number and 

mail. I also have our travel agency’s goals and audiences on the card. If 

backpackers want to ask me some questions, they can easily contact 

me.    

 Easelly is a web-based app create own infographics, and it provides 

many templates for us to choose from. Because I want to make the 

business card, I choose this template. (Difficulties & Solutions → See B. 

Main Focus → Difficulties & Solutions) 

C. Cacoo: https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day2 

/ https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day3   

           Fig. 4: Cacoo Work for Day 2 Itinerary       

https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day2
https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day3
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Fig 5. Cacoo Work for Day 3 Itinerary 

 

This Cacoo work shows the itineraries of Day 2 and Day 3, and its 

purpose is to let the audiences clearly know the overview of Day 2 and Day 

3 itinerary.   
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Cacoo is the website that do not have to create another account, we can 

connect it with Google and Facebook account. It is the mind map 

application, and it is extremely easy for users to create our mind map. We 

can also change the color, word size, word font of Cacoo work. In addition, 

we can insert pictures or some images provided by Cacoo, and I think 

images that it provides are basically enough. It also can use in the group 

work, because we can share it with others to coedit. Furthermore, it also has 

the dialogue box for us to communicate with our partners during 

cooperation. I think it is a user friendly software. (Difficulties & Solutions 

→ See B. Main Focus → Difficulties & Solutions)    

D. Audacity 

Work 

Link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vfpX11l8cC7AI8Ecy0fZbBkCA

NPODYbv/view?usp=sharing  (Beitou Thermal Valley) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zzHrd28GR4_FpRFeFpmfafuVTrey1

OKR/view?usp=sharing (Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan 

Monastery) 

Fig. 6.1 Audacity Work of Beitou Thermal Valley 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vfpX11l8cC7AI8Ecy0fZbBkCANPODYbv/view?usp=sharing%20
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vfpX11l8cC7AI8Ecy0fZbBkCANPODYbv/view?usp=sharing%20
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zzHrd28GR4_FpRFeFpmfafuVTrey1OKR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zzHrd28GR4_FpRFeFpmfafuVTrey1OKR/view?usp=sharing
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   I have put the link of my Audacity work on the top of Beitou 

Thermal Valley sub-page, and the purpose of Audacity is to briefly 

introduce Beitou Thermal Valley. I briefly introduce its position, 

opening hours, backgrounds and features. By using Audacity, I think 

the audience can be more impressed. 

  Audacity is the software that can record our own voices and it can 

add background music. Users can set the volume, pitch and so on of 

the voices. I think it is quite practical for us to use. (Difficulties & 

Solutions → See B. Main Focus → Difficulties & Solutions)         

Fig. 6.2  Audacity Work of Beitou Thermal Valley   
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  After clicking the link of the introduction of Beitou Thermal Valley, 

the screen would turn to this page and the audiences can listen to the 

introduction. 

Fig. 7.1 Audacity Work of Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan 

Monastery  

 

  I use Audacity to introduce Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung 

Chan Monastery. In the Audacity, I act like the tour guide and 

introduce the transportation, and some important precautions when 

visitors pay a visit to the farmhouse.  

   Fig. 7.2 Audacity Work of Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung 

Chan Monastery  
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After clicking the link of the introduction of Dharma Drum Mountain 

New Nung Chan Monastery, the screen would turn to this page and the 

audiences can listen to the introduction.  

Ⅳ. When I First Learned the App/ Software/ Platform 

            The above mentioned (Part III) shows my advanced application of 

different software/Apps in our group project. The following demonstrates 

my initial experiences of learning different Apps in class. By reading the 

two parts, readers will understand my growth in applying my diverse 

software/ Apps.  

A. Google Site (1st Group Tutorial) (Our Group Presentation) 

1. Reflections 

a. W7: BC had told us to arrange a virtual meeting on November 21st 

(Week 10). We will have to list the difficulties that we meet on the 

virtual meeting, and explain how we solve the problems. In addition, 

we have to figure out the potential topics for our group projects.  In 

the second class period, we had 2 group presentation. We were the 

first group, and we taught and introduced other students Google Site. 

I thought it is quite interesting to interact with other classmates 

although we encountered some difficulties (insert links, inframes into 

google site). Finally, we solved the problems and realized more about 

Google Site. And the second group introduced Evernote to us. I 

thought it is really a convenient application that could even take the 

place of notebook.   

b. W14: BC told us the criteria in evaluating the Google Site, color, 

navigation/sitemap (directing the audiences to the home page), 

copyright (creative commons), spelling and grammar, layout, 
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multimedia, content/accuracy, effectiveness (subtopics should 

relevant to the topic) are included. During the second and third period 

of classes, BC gave us time to discuss with our group members on the 

final project and google site, and I think our content of Google Site is 

OK; however, we have to work on the software on this weekend.       

2. Exercise: Because we are responsible for introducing and having presentation 

on Google Site to our classmates, we do not have to do in-class practice. The 

following link is my individual group 

tutorial: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y4bGWVRaARiDlnB4E18x3SEzy

Xv6dOB3/view?usp=sharing 

B. Cacoo 

1. Reflections 

a. W5: BC teaches us 10 photos combination rules and shares us some 

pictures today. Simplify the scene, fill the frame, aspect ratio 

(vertical/horizontal shots), avoid the middle, leading lines,use 

diagonals, space to move, backgrounds, creative with colors amd 

breaking the rules are included in ten rules. I think today's teaching is 

quite interesting because it is well connected to our daily lives. In 

addition, the professor introduces us a new software- Cacoo, which is 

quite similar to Freemind and Xmind.    

b. W15: Although it does not have class today, BC had assigned us to 

watch the Easelly tutorial video clips and designed our own posters.  

Easelly is a web-based App create our own infographics with 

ready-made templates online. I think it is a practical and convenient 

software, and it is quite user friendly. There are many templates and 

images for us to choose from. And I think the using way is quite like 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y4bGWVRaARiDlnB4E18x3SEzyXv6dOB3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y4bGWVRaARiDlnB4E18x3SEzyXv6dOB3/view?usp=sharing
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Cacoo; thus, it is not hard for me to research on the menu bar and 

functions. The templates are all beautiful for us to choose from. The 

only problem that I have think about is that I am not sure whether the 

words would be blur or not to export my Easelly document as ''low 

quality'' document at first. It is happy that the quality is still good 

after I exporting the document. I think I learn another software to help 

me with the poster and resume. 

2. Exercise:  

 

C. Evernote (2nd Group Tutorial) 

1. Reflection 

W8: BC further told about the pros and cons of the online games. She 

also mentioned Bionic vaulted structures, AR, VR and Bitcoins. 

Afterwards, we practiced using cellphone application ''Evernote'’ and I 

thought the application was easy to understand and use. As for the second 

and third period of classes, we used '' Scratch'' to do some animations. I 

thought it was very practical for us to use, since it could not only apply to 

teach children but also ourselves. I enjoyed myself very much in classes 
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though it was a little difficult to adjust characters' directions. Sometimes, 

the consequences were not in accordance with your imagination.  

2. Exercise    

(1) I use the notebook to have some notes 

 

We can also put pictures in notebook  
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(2) This is weekly calendar, and I can plan what should I do every week 
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3. Reasons that are not apply in final group project: 

      We do not use Evernote in our final project is because Evernote is 

more like an individual work and not that practical in group work. In addition, 

I think its functions are limited, and many software also have these functions.  

D. Scratch (3rd Group Tutorial) 

1. Reflections 

W8: BC further told about the pros and cons of the online games. She 

also mentioned Bionic vaulted structures, AR, VR and Bitcoins. The 

thing that really impressed me much was that killing monster games 

could cause the less blood circulations in the prefrontal cortex, which 

dominate logic and make decisions. Also, playing killing monster games 

would promote aggressive behaviors. Furthermore, playing killing 

monster games could also have negative influences on amygdala, which 

causes a sense of fear of losing. Afterwards, we practiced using cellphone 

application ''Evernote'' and I thought the application was easy to 

understand and use. As for the second and third period of classes, we 

used '' Scratch'' to do some animations. I thought it was very practical for 

us to use, since it could not only apply to teach children but also 
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ourselves. I enjoyed myself very much in classes though it was a little 

difficult to adjust characters' directions. Sometimes, the consequences 

were not in accordance with your imagination.        

2. Exercise 

(1) Insert pictures that I am going to use 

     
 

(2) Add the directions, moving and repetitiveness  
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E. Blender (4th Group Tutorial) 

1. Reflections 

W10: BC had discussed about virtual meeting in the first class. Before 

the meeting, during the meeting and after meeting have different things to 

do. Afterwards, BC told that she had originally intended to have the quiz 

to test that whether each group member know the ideas discussed by the 

group. In fact, I think it is really a good idea. In the second and third 

period of class, one of the group had the presentation on ''blender''. I think 

it is really a cool and fantastic software; however, I think it is too difficult 

for us to learn. I did not know the functions of pressing certain keys on 

the keyboard. I was frustrated on this software.  

2. Exercise: 

(1) We created a table and duplicate the table 
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(2) We made the cube and rotate it in different dimensions, and we also 

inserted a cylinder into the tube 

  
(3) We changed the circle into oval one to make it more like a table  

 

(4) We move the cylinder to make the bottom vacant 
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(5) We made the wall/ floor under the table 

  

 

(6) We add the color to both the wall/floor and the table 
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3. Reasons that not apply in final project 

      I do not apply blender to my final project because I think it is too 

difficult for me, and our project do not that necessary to use 3D dimension.  

F. Aurasma (5th Group Tutorial) 

1. Reflections 

W11: In the second class, we learnt Aurasma, and I think it is 

user-friendly and practical for us to use. It can combine the cellphone and 

the computer. By the combination of the two pictures or videos, I think it 

can really help students to memorize certain vocabularies and images. 

Aurasma is to make AR images, and it apply to many aspects, Pokemon 

Go and Google glasses are included. 

2. Exercise: 

(1) Choose two pictures  

 
(2) Combine two pictures together (If I use the cellphone to scan picture on 

the left side, the image of picture on the right side will also appear.)  
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(3) Scan the picture 

 

G. Audacity (6th Group Tutorial) 

1. Reflections 

W12: BC had introduced us the creative commons, and there are 4CC 

icons and 6 CC licenses. She also assigned us to see an article about 

creative commons. Afterwards, she told about the Evercam, and we have 

to download the eighth edition. Finally, students had further presentation 

on Audacity. It is the software that can record our voices and can change 

voices into different volumes tones and pitches. In addition, we can add 

background music into Audacity. All in all, we can combine it with film 

making, sound recording and music. I thought it is really interesting and 

practical. 
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2. Exercise: 

(1) Record my voice and change the tone 

    
(2) Duplicate the sound track  

 

(3) Insert the recording of interview and the background music 

 

(4) Envelop Tool → Fade in and Fade out 
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Ⅴ. Conclusion: Reflections and Thoughts for Creating This Project 

    Although I had thought creating the final project was troublesome and 

time-consuming in the beginning, I liked the process of creating this project 

generally. 

I thought discussing the theme of final project was very interesting, we had 

brainstorming many ideas, and we found all of us were interested in travelling. 

Thus, our topic of final project was related to travel agency and planning.  

    I really liked the process of searching travel information on Internet. 

Browsing through and organized the information on Google Site, I also learnt a 

lot. In fact, I have encountered some difficulties during creating final project; 

however, I searched the internet for solutions and asked some of my classmates 

and finally I found the solutions to the problems. I thought the concept of 

creating final project is self-learning, practicing, and applying what we had 

learnt. 

   I have learnt a lot technological knowledge and many software in TAIP 

course, and I thought I can review what I learnt in my final project; thus, I seized 

the opportunities to practice. By applying some software to final project, I was 

more impressed and had a sense of achievement. All in all, I enjoyed myself in 

the process of creating final project.       
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Ⅶ. Appendixes (Complete Group Project Screenshot) (My own sub-page 

theme→ See 3. Explain the application of this app→ Google Site) 

Fig 8.1, 8.2 ABOUT US (See B. Main Focus→ 1. My collaborative 

sub-page theme→ About Us) 

I am responsible for ‘‘The Chart of Budget in Detail) 
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Fig 9.1-9.6 Contact Us (See B. Main Focus→ 1. My collaborative 

sub-page theme→ Contact Us) 
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Fig 10 Itinerary: It briefly introduce the three-day-itinerary  
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Fig.11.1,11.2 Accommodation: In this page, we find the hotel named 久棲貳玖 

for backpackers to live, and we also mention about its position, price, furniture 

and service offered by the hotel. 
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Fig. 12 Ticket Booking: In this sub-page, we introduce backpackers round-trip 

ticket and Taipei Metro 72-hour ticket to take because it is cheaper if they 

continue take public transportation. 

 
Fig.13.1, 13.2 Day 1: We use Scratch to simulate backpackers going to places 
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that we planned and use Cacoo to list the itinerary. In this way, audiences can 

have clear understanding of our travel plan.    

 

 
Fig.14.1, 14.2, 14.3 Din Tai Fung: This is the first itinerary of Day 1, and this 

sub-page introduce the origins, founders and beliefs of Din Tai Fung. Afterwards, 

the sub-page introduces the cuisines in Din Tai Fung, and it can let the audience 

have clear understanding of what it sells. Finally, the sub-page mentions about 

how we can get there (transportation).   
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Fig 15.1-15.5 Dadaocheng: In these sub-pages, we introduce the second 

itinerary- Dadaocheng.    
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Fig. 16.1, 16.2 Lao Di Fant Viewing Platform: In this subpage, we introduce Lao 

Di Fant Viewing Platform to the audiences. 
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Fig. 17.1-17.3 Ningxia Night Market: In this sub-pages, we introduce the final 

itinerary of Day 1 and introduce some of its famous snack. 
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Fig. 18 Day 2: We use Scratch to simulate backpackers going to places that we 

planned and use Cacoo to list the itinerary. In this way, audiences can have 

clear understanding of our travel plan. (Beitou Thermal Valley and Farmhouse 

are separately the first and second itineraries of Day 2→ See 3. Explain the 

application of this app→ Google Site) 
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Fig 19.1-19.4 Guandu National Park: We introduce the third itinerary of Day 3 –

Guandu, and we introduce its different areas and list some regulations and 

information on it.  
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Fig.20.1, 20.2 Nanjichang Night Market: We introduce the final itinerary of Day 3 
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Fig. 21 Day 3: We use Scratch to simulate backpackers going to places that we 

planned and use Cacoo to list the itinerary. In this way, audiences can have clear 

understanding of our travel plan. 

 
Fig.22.1, 22.2 Shuanglian Market 
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Fig.23 Mao Kong 

 

Fig.24 Treasure Hill Artist Village  
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Fig.25 Route for Taipei Metro –How to Get to Places: It provides the audiences 

who do not familiar with MRT with the map. In this way, they can know how to 

take the MRT.  
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Fig.26 Feedback: If the audiences have any questions, they can leave messages 

to us or directly contact us. 

 
Fig.27.1-27.4 Difficulties & Solutions: We list the difficulties and solutions that 

we had encountered when creating final project  
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Project Title: Taipei Ni Hao

Ⅰ. Introduction of the Group Project

The main purpose for us to carry out this group project is to let backpackers from other cities or countries know the beauty of Taipei City. Besides knowing the well-known tourist attractions, such as Taipei 101, Yangmingshan, National Palace Museum and so on, we want to let backpackers travel to other beautiful places and realize the different aspects of Taipei City. People may think that Taipei City is always hustle and bustle; However, Taipei City can also be elegant and relax. In fact, we are famous travel bloggers and we cooperate with Taipei Ni Hao travel agency. We design backpackers travel plans that different from those of other travel agencies. By travelling with our well-designed plans, common travel problems such as facing with crowed people and traffic problems will be solved. In addition, we and cooperate travel agency will design the travel plan that costs backpackers less budgets since we know that most of backpackers have tight budget.               

Ⅱ. Project Content Explanations: Content, Text Explanations

A. Minor Focus (Overview of My Group Project Content): 

     Our travel agency has made the travel plan for backpackers for three days. On the page of ABOUT OUR PROJECT, we point out the current problems, solutions, our identities, target audiences, goals, budget, and the software that we use to vividly represent our travel plans. We are famous travel bloggers and we cooperate with Taipei Ni Hao company to come up with the travel plan that solve the common travel problem. Avoiding crowded places, spending less money and appreciating different aspects of Taipei City are the purposes of our travel plans. Our target audiences are backpackers, and the budget of each backpacker is lower than NT$3500. We use Cacoo, Aurasma, Scratch, Audacity and Easelly to let our target audiences (backpackers) to realize more of our projects. 

We have designed three-day travel plans for backpackers. On the day 1, backpackers will put their pieces of luggage at the hotel first, then they will go to Din Tai Fung (the restaurant that is quite famous in Taipei City) for lunch, Dadaocheng (experiencing cultures/food), Lao Di Fang Viewing Platform (exercising and seeing airplanes taking off), Ningxia Night Market and finally go back to the hotel (capsule hotel which offers breakfast for backpackers). As for the second day, they eat breakfast at the hotel in the beginning, then they will go to Beitou Thermal Valley (taking a walk and experiencing the feeling of hot spring), Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery (taking pictures and experiencing Chinese temple cultures), Guandu National Park, Nanjichang Night Market and finally go back to the hotel (the same as the day 1 hotel). As for the final day, backpackers will eat breakfast at the hotel first, then they will go to Shanglian Market (buying some local specialties/food), Maokong (watching beautiful scenery/ having lunch), Treasure Hill Artist Village and then go home.

 In addition to introduce the background, features, must eat in each spot, we also use Cacoo, Aurasma, Scratch, Audacity and Easelly to let backpackers understand our travel plans. Also, if backpackers have any questions, they can leave us the messages (We have set up the feedback page.)  

Finally, we have encountered some difficulties when using these software, and we mention the difficulties and solutions at the end of our Google Site page.  

B. Main Focus (My own/collaborative sub-page theme): 

1. My collaborative sub-page theme: ‘‘ABOUT OUR PROJECT’’, ‘‘CONTACT US’’, ‘‘Difficulties & Solutions’’. (See Appendix)

ABOUT OUR PROJECT

            On this sub-page, we point out the main ideas of our projects, current problems, solutions, our identities, target audiences, goals, budget, and the software that we use are included. We are famous travel bloggers and we cooperate with Taipei Ni Hao company to come up with the travel plan that solve the common travel problem. Avoiding crowded places, spending less money and appreciating different aspects of Taipei City are the purposes of our travel plans. Our target audiences are backpackers, and the budget of each backpacker is lower than NT$3500 (I also make the budget list for each spot.) We use Cacoo, Aurasma, Scratch, Audacity and Easelly to let our target audiences (backpackers) to realize more of our projects. 

CONTACT US

              In this sub-page, we use Easelly to make our own business cards to introduce ourselves. We are famous travel bloggers and we corporate with Taipei Ni Hao company to make the travel plans, and we introduce ourselves to backpackers. In this way, if backpackers want to travel and like our travel ideas and plans, they can contact us easily. In our business cards, we include our names, positions and characters of our travel plans, photos, telephone numbers, e-mail addresses and goals of our travel plans. 

Difficulties & Solutions

             In this sub-page, we mention about the difficulties that we encounter when using 3+1 software. When doing the final project, I use Google Site, Cacoo, Audacity and Easelly software to help me demonstrate the project. When using Google Site, I have encountered 2 problems. The first one is that I do not know how to change the order of Google Site mini-bar in the beginning; however, I find the solution by watching other video clips on Google Site and find out that we had to use person who establishes the website account to change the order. That is to say, not everyone has the right to change the order of Google Site. And the second difficulty of Google Site is I do not know how to add my Audacity work in the beginning, because my computer can not export Audacity as MP3 document. Afterwards, I decide to export the work as WAV document, and upload it onto Google Drive and add the link of it on Google Site and I find it is workable.   

            As for Cacoo, I have encountered the problem that the size of Cacoo's interface can not fit Google Site perfectly. And I use the ruler to measure the width and length of the interface of Google Site, and then record it as the length of Cacoo. Although it spends me some time to do it, the length of Cacoo does really fit Google Site well. As for the problem of Audacity, it is the same that I have mentioned in Google Site part, which is I can not successfully export Audacity work. Finally, I have encountered a problem on Easelly. The problem is that I find that the templates of Easelly is limited, and I can not find the template that really suitable for business card. The solution is that I tried to find the horizontal template and changed it a little bit.   

2. My own sub-page theme: ‘‘Day 2’’, ‘‘Beitou Thermal Valley’’, ‘‘Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery’’, ‘‘Lunch Recommendation’’, ‘‘Day 3’’. (See Appendix)

Day 2

      On Day 2 sub-page, I have made the overview itinerary for Day 2 by Cacoo. They will eat breakfast at the hotel in the beginning, then they will go to Beitou Thermal Valley ,Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery, Guandu National Park, Nanjichang Night Market and finally go back to the hotel. In addition, we also use Scratch software to stimulate the person go to these places and his monologue. In this way, the target audience would be impressed.

Beitou Thermal Valley

    In the beginning of the sub-page, I use Audacity to record the introduction of Beitou Thermal Valley. Then, the audience can also listen to my introduction. Backpackers can take Tamsui-Xinyi (Red) Line to New Beitou Station, go along the road sign then finally they can arrive at the destination. Or they can choose to go there by bus. The opening hours are from Tuesday to Sunday, Monday is closed for cleaning and maintenance. 

    Hell Valley, Ghost Lake and Yuquan Valley are the nicknames of Beitou Thermal Valley. The reasons that Beitou Thermal Valley has these nicknames are because it is famous for its sulfur and fog. The backpackers may sweat a lot if they go to the valley in summer since the Thermal Valley would have the hot feeling.

   The background of Beitou Thermal Valley is that it was the place for visitors to cook and play in the early years; however, it caused many accidents and the pollution of the water. Thus, BeitouThermal Valley was renovated in 1994. The surroundings of BeitouThermal Valley were set railings, pavilions for enjoying beautiful scenery and ditches. Visitors could not cook there anymore. Nevertheless, they can soak their foot in the ditches and enjoy the hot spring there. 

   Finally, the bottom of the sub-page is the references of Beitou Thermal Valley, which have detailed information of Thermal Valley.   

Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery

  In the beginning of the sub-page, I use Audacity software to record some visiting information of Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery (Farmhouse). The opening hours of Farmhouse are from Monday to Friday, and Saturday, Sunday and national holidays are from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. It only offers group visits only; thus, backpackers have to book in advance. In addition, I list some precautions that visitors have to pay attention. They can not smoke, eat, drink, and have to keep silent in the spot. As for the transportation part, they can choose to take Tamsui-Xinyi Line to Qiyan Station or take the bus to the destination.

      I also mention the background and the feature of farmhouse. It was established in 1975, and it was originally the two-story cement room. Afterwards, the room is not big enough for people to live and stay; thus, people built other iron houses. During the years that Master Sheng Yan lived, these iron houses became well-known places. After Master Sheng Yan lived for a while, he told the architect 6 words (空中花，水中月), and it was the origin of Water Moon Monastery. Because Master Sheng Yan is environmentalist, the building has fewer decorations. Thus, the building gives us a sense of tranquility and elegancy. 

Finally, the bottom of the sub-page is the references of Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery, which have detailed information of it.  

Lunch Recommendation

As for lunch, I have recommended two food stands which is located at Beitou Station. The first stand is Chi-Mi Beef Noodle, which is cheap and it also won the third place in the beef noodle competition. The price of the food is basically below 100 dollars; however, if backpackers want to eat its famous food-beef noodles, they have to spend around 200 dollars. The opening hours of Chi-Mi Beef Noodle are from 11 o’clock to midnight. 

The second food stand that I recommend is Han-Qi Starch Coated Pork. Its Starch Coated Pork is quite delicious and famous, and its price its cheaper than the first stand that I mention previously. Finally, the bottom of the sub-page, I have posted some articles introducing these two food stands.

Day 3

On Day 3 sub-page, I give the quick overview of the itinerary of Day 3. 

Backpackers will eat breakfast at the hotel first, then they will go to Shanglian Market, Maokong, Treasure Hill Artist Village and then go back to their homes.

In addition, we also use Scratch software to stimulate the person go to these places and his monologue. In this way, the target audience would be impressed.

C. Self-evaluation of My Group Project

     I think I have spent a lot of time on my group project, because I think it is meaningful and challenging. I can apply the software that I have learnt in class on my group project, and I also have a sense of achievement by uploading all of my software and my searching travelling information. All in all, I think I have leant a lot through final project.

Ⅲ. Apps and Software Adopted in the Group Project

A. My Role in Final Project   

My role in the group project is a travel planner, I plan the itinerary of Beitou Thermal Valley, Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery and lunch. I am also one of the leader to remind my group members of discussing time and ensure their working progress.

B. The Way I Coordinate with My Group Members

 I coordinate with my group members by using social media (Line) to arrange meeting time. Generally, we have the discussion on final project on every Thursday (12:40-14:20), and I think it is efficient. In addition, if one of us finish his or her assigned parts or spot the problems, he or she will post it on Line and have the discussion afterwards.

C. Apps that I use in the Group Project

1. The Reasons for Me to Use These Apps 

              The apps that I use in the group project are Google Site, Easelly, Cacoo and Audacity. The reason that I choose to use these apps is because I think these apps are the most common and practical for me to use. There are several reasons for me to use Google Site in the near future. Firstly, its storage space is bigger since it can work with Google Drive. Secondly, I can design my own website pages to categorized my information and data, which is quite convenient and effective for me to search. As for Easelly, I think it is a good app for me to make the poster or even the resume. It has some beautiful templates for me to choose from, and I think it is so practical for me to use. As for Cacoo, I think Cacoo is good software for me to categorized the information, it can let the complicated data/ information becomes easier. Finally, Audacity is the app that I can record sounds and music. For me, these apps are quite practical for me to use no matter in my student age or even stepping into society; thus, I want to practice and be more understand about these apps through my final project, which is my motivation to use these apps.   

2. The App Functions and Links to the Website

      The function of Google Site is that I can establish my own website, and I can share with other people to coedit the website. The website can put my own work and information. As for the function of Easelly, it is a web-based app to create our own infographics with ready made templates. We can also use it to make the posters and resumes. Cacoo is the app that we can create tree diagrams, and we can use it to simplify the procedure. Finally, Audacity is the app that we can record and change the tones and volumes of our voices. In addition, we can also use Audacity to add background music and so on.   

		Apps/ Software

		Link to My Google Site Production of the Apps/Software



		Google Site

		https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/



		Easelly

		https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/home/contact-us



		Cacoo

		https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day2

https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day3



		Audacity

		https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day2/bei-tou-de-re-gu-fa-gu-shan

https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day2/fa-gu-shan





Table 1. List of Links to My Google Site Production of the Apps/Software Adopted

3. Explain the application of this app

A. Google Site: https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/

Fig.1.1 & Fig 1.2: The Navigation Bar of Google Site

   

In the navigation bar, Beitou Thermal Valley, Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery and its sub-page Lunch Recommendation are my own create sub-pages. As for About Us, Contact Us, Day 2, Day 3 and Difficulties and Solutions are coordinate sub-pages.   

Google Site is the platform that can put our organized information and data, and it is convenient for us to search the information. In addition, Google Site can work with Google Drive; thus, it can give the users larger spaces to use. I think one of its advantages is that it can coedit with our group members and is basically easy to use, and I think Google Site gives me a sense of achievement after I finished sub-pages that I was responsible for. (Difficulties & Solutions → See B. Main Focus → Difficulties & Solutions)

Fig. 2.1a, 2.2a, 2.3a Beitou Thermal Valley (See B. Main Focus→ 2. My Own Page Theme → Beitou Thermal Valley)







Fig. 2.1 b, 2.2b, 2.2b, 2.3b, 2.4b, 2.5b Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery (See B. Main Focus→ 2. My Own Page Theme → Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery)











Fig 2.1c, 2.2c, 2.3c Lunch Recommendation (See B. Main Focus→ 2. My Own Page Theme → Lunch Recommendation)







B. Easelly: https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/home/contact-us

 Fig.3: My Work of Easelly



  In the sub-page Contact Us shows the information of travel planners, representatives, fashion designers. If backpackers have interests in our travel itineraries or want to consult, they can directly call us or write mails to us.

  The picture below in is my self-made business card by the software Easelly, which clearly shows my name, position, phone number and mail. I also have our travel agency’s goals and audiences on the card. If backpackers want to ask me some questions, they can easily contact me.   

 Easelly is a web-based app create own infographics, and it provides many templates for us to choose from. Because I want to make the business card, I choose this template. (Difficulties & Solutions → See B. Main Focus → Difficulties & Solutions)

C. Cacoo: https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day2 / https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day3  

           Fig. 4: Cacoo Work for Day 2 Itinerary       

Fig 5. Cacoo Work for Day 3 Itinerary



This Cacoo work shows the itineraries of Day 2 and Day 3, and its purpose is to let the audiences clearly know the overview of Day 2 and Day 3 itinerary.  

Cacoo is the website that do not have to create another account, we can connect it with Google and Facebook account. It is the mind map application, and it is extremely easy for users to create our mind map. We can also change the color, word size, word font of Cacoo work. In addition, we can insert pictures or some images provided by Cacoo, and I think images that it provides are basically enough. It also can use in the group work, because we can share it with others to coedit. Furthermore, it also has the dialogue box for us to communicate with our partners during cooperation. I think it is a user friendly software. (Difficulties & Solutions → See B. Main Focus → Difficulties & Solutions)   

D. Audacity

Work Link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vfpX11l8cC7AI8Ecy0fZbBkCANPODYbv/view?usp=sharing  (Beitou Thermal Valley)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zzHrd28GR4_FpRFeFpmfafuVTrey1OKR/view?usp=sharing (Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery)

Fig. 6.1 Audacity Work of Beitou Thermal Valley



   I have put the link of my Audacity work on the top of Beitou Thermal Valley sub-page, and the purpose of Audacity is to briefly introduce Beitou Thermal Valley. I briefly introduce its position, opening hours, backgrounds and features. By using Audacity, I think the audience can be more impressed.

  Audacity is the software that can record our own voices and it can add background music. Users can set the volume, pitch and so on of the voices. I think it is quite practical for us to use. (Difficulties & Solutions → See B. Main Focus → Difficulties & Solutions)        

Fig. 6.2  Audacity Work of Beitou Thermal Valley   

  After clicking the link of the introduction of Beitou Thermal Valley, the screen would turn to this page and the audiences can listen to the introduction.

Fig. 7.1 Audacity Work of Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery 



  I use Audacity to introduce Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery. In the Audacity, I act like the tour guide and introduce the transportation, and some important precautions when visitors pay a visit to the farmhouse. 

   Fig. 7.2 Audacity Work of Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery 



After clicking the link of the introduction of Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery, the screen would turn to this page and the audiences can listen to the introduction. 

Ⅳ. When I First Learned the App/ Software/ Platform

            The above mentioned (Part III) shows my advanced application of different software/Apps in our group project. The following demonstrates my initial experiences of learning different Apps in class. By reading the two parts, readers will understand my growth in applying my diverse software/ Apps. 

A. Google Site (1st Group Tutorial) (Our Group Presentation)

1. Reflections

a. W7: BC had told us to arrange a virtual meeting on November 21st (Week 10). We will have to list the difficulties that we meet on the virtual meeting, and explain how we solve the problems. In addition, we have to figure out the potential topics for our group projects.  In the second class period, we had 2 group presentation. We were the first group, and we taught and introduced other students Google Site. I thought it is quite interesting to interact with other classmates although we encountered some difficulties (insert links, inframes into google site). Finally, we solved the problems and realized more about Google Site. And the second group introduced Evernote to us. I thought it is really a convenient application that could even take the place of notebook.  

b. W14: BC told us the criteria in evaluating the Google Site, color, navigation/sitemap (directing the audiences to the home page), copyright (creative commons), spelling and grammar, layout, multimedia, content/accuracy, effectiveness (subtopics should relevant to the topic) are included. During the second and third period of classes, BC gave us time to discuss with our group members on the final project and google site, and I think our content of Google Site is OK; however, we have to work on the software on this weekend.      

2. Exercise: Because we are responsible for introducing and having presentation on Google Site to our classmates, we do not have to do in-class practice. The following link is my individual group tutorial: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y4bGWVRaARiDlnB4E18x3SEzyXv6dOB3/view?usp=sharing

B. Cacoo

1. Reflections

a. W5: BC teaches us 10 photos combination rules and shares us some pictures today. Simplify the scene, fill the frame, aspect ratio (vertical/horizontal shots), avoid the middle, leading lines,use diagonals, space to move, backgrounds, creative with colors amd breaking the rules are included in ten rules. I think today's teaching is quite interesting because it is well connected to our daily lives. In addition, the professor introduces us a new software- Cacoo, which is quite similar to Freemind and Xmind.   

b. W15: Although it does not have class today, BC had assigned us to watch the Easelly tutorial video clips and designed our own posters.  Easelly is a web-based App create our own infographics with ready-made templates online. I think it is a practical and convenient software, and it is quite user friendly. There are many templates and images for us to choose from. And I think the using way is quite like Cacoo; thus, it is not hard for me to research on the menu bar and functions. The templates are all beautiful for us to choose from. The only problem that I have think about is that I am not sure whether the words would be blur or not to export my Easelly document as ''low quality'' document at first. It is happy that the quality is still good after I exporting the document. I think I learn another software to help me with the poster and resume.

2. Exercise:  

C. Evernote (2nd Group Tutorial)

1. Reflection

W8: BC further told about the pros and cons of the online games. She also mentioned Bionic vaulted structures, AR, VR and Bitcoins. Afterwards, we practiced using cellphone application ''Evernote'’ and I thought the application was easy to understand and use. As for the second and third period of classes, we used '' Scratch'' to do some animations. I thought it was very practical for us to use, since it could not only apply to teach children but also ourselves. I enjoyed myself very much in classes though it was a little difficult to adjust characters' directions. Sometimes, the consequences were not in accordance with your imagination. 

2. Exercise   

(1) I use the notebook to have some notes



We can also put pictures in notebook 







(2) This is weekly calendar, and I can plan what should I do every week



3. Reasons that are not apply in final group project:

      We do not use Evernote in our final project is because Evernote is more like an individual work and not that practical in group work. In addition, I think its functions are limited, and many software also have these functions. 

D. Scratch (3rd Group Tutorial)

1. Reflections

W8: BC further told about the pros and cons of the online games. She also mentioned Bionic vaulted structures, AR, VR and Bitcoins. The thing that really impressed me much was that killing monster games could cause the less blood circulations in the prefrontal cortex, which dominate logic and make decisions. Also, playing killing monster games would promote aggressive behaviors. Furthermore, playing killing monster games could also have negative influences on amygdala, which causes a sense of fear of losing. Afterwards, we practiced using cellphone application ''Evernote'' and I thought the application was easy to understand and use. As for the second and third period of classes, we used '' Scratch'' to do some animations. I thought it was very practical for us to use, since it could not only apply to teach children but also ourselves. I enjoyed myself very much in classes though it was a little difficult to adjust characters' directions. Sometimes, the consequences were not in accordance with your imagination.       

2. Exercise

(1) Insert pictures that I am going to use

    



(2) Add the directions, moving and repetitiveness 



E. Blender (4th Group Tutorial)

1. Reflections

W10: BC had discussed about virtual meeting in the first class. Before the meeting, during the meeting and after meeting have different things to do. Afterwards, BC told that she had originally intended to have the quiz to test that whether each group member know the ideas discussed by the group. In fact, I think it is really a good idea. In the second and third period of class, one of the group had the presentation on ''blender''. I think it is really a cool and fantastic software; however, I think it is too difficult for us to learn. I did not know the functions of pressing certain keys on the keyboard. I was frustrated on this software. 

2. Exercise:

(1) We created a table and duplicate the table



(2) We made the cube and rotate it in different dimensions, and we also inserted a cylinder into the tube

 

(3) We changed the circle into oval one to make it more like a table 



(4) We move the cylinder to make the bottom vacant



(5) We made the wall/ floor under the table

 



(6) We add the color to both the wall/floor and the table



3. Reasons that not apply in final project

      I do not apply blender to my final project because I think it is too difficult for me, and our project do not that necessary to use 3D dimension. 

F. Aurasma (5th Group Tutorial)

1. Reflections

W11: In the second class, we learnt Aurasma, and I think it is user-friendly and practical for us to use. It can combine the cellphone and the computer. By the combination of the two pictures or videos, I think it can really help students to memorize certain vocabularies and images. Aurasma is to make AR images, and it apply to many aspects, Pokemon Go and Google glasses are included.

2. Exercise:

(1) Choose two pictures 



(2) Combine two pictures together (If I use the cellphone to scan picture on the left side, the image of picture on the right side will also appear.)  

(3) Scan the picture



G. Audacity (6th Group Tutorial)

1. Reflections

W12: BC had introduced us the creative commons, and there are 4CC icons and 6 CC licenses. She also assigned us to see an article about creative commons. Afterwards, she told about the Evercam, and we have to download the eighth edition. Finally, students had further presentation on Audacity. It is the software that can record our voices and can change voices into different volumes tones and pitches. In addition, we can add background music into Audacity. All in all, we can combine it with film making, sound recording and music. I thought it is really interesting and practical.

2. Exercise:

(1) Record my voice and change the tone

   

(2) Duplicate the sound track 



(3) Insert the recording of interview and the background music



(4) Envelop Tool → Fade in and Fade out



Ⅴ. Conclusion: Reflections and Thoughts for Creating This Project

    Although I had thought creating the final project was troublesome and time-consuming in the beginning, I liked the process of creating this project generally.

I thought discussing the theme of final project was very interesting, we had brainstorming many ideas, and we found all of us were interested in travelling. Thus, our topic of final project was related to travel agency and planning. 

    I really liked the process of searching travel information on Internet. Browsing through and organized the information on Google Site, I also learnt a lot. In fact, I have encountered some difficulties during creating final project; however, I searched the internet for solutions and asked some of my classmates and finally I found the solutions to the problems. I thought the concept of creating final project is self-learning, practicing, and applying what we had learnt.

   I have learnt a lot technological knowledge and many software in TAIP course, and I thought I can review what I learnt in my final project; thus, I seized the opportunities to practice. By applying some software to final project, I was more impressed and had a sense of achievement. All in all, I enjoyed myself in the process of creating final project.      
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Ⅶ. Appendixes (Complete Group Project Screenshot) (My own sub-page theme→ See 3. Explain the application of this app→ Google Site)

Fig 8.1, 8.2 ABOUT US (See B. Main Focus→ 1. My collaborative sub-page theme→ About Us)

I am responsible for ‘‘The Chart of Budget in Detail)

 





Fig 9.1-9.6 Contact Us (See B. Main Focus→ 1. My collaborative sub-page theme→ Contact Us)

 















Fig 10 Itinerary: It briefly introduce the three-day-itinerary 

  



Fig.11.1,11.2 Accommodation: In this page, we find the hotel named久棲貳玖 for backpackers to live, and we also mention about its position, price, furniture and service offered by the hotel.





Fig. 12 Ticket Booking: In this sub-page, we introduce backpackers round-trip ticket and Taipei Metro 72-hour ticket to take because it is cheaper if they continue take public transportation.



Fig.13.1, 13.2 Day 1: We use Scratch to simulate backpackers going to places that we planned and use Cacoo to list the itinerary. In this way, audiences can have clear understanding of our travel plan.   





Fig.14.1, 14.2, 14.3 Din Tai Fung: This is the first itinerary of Day 1, and this sub-page introduce the origins, founders and beliefs of Din Tai Fung. Afterwards, the sub-page introduces the cuisines in Din Tai Fung, and it can let the audience have clear understanding of what it sells. Finally, the sub-page mentions about how we can get there (transportation).    





Fig 15.1-15.5 Dadaocheng: In these sub-pages, we introduce the second itinerary- Dadaocheng.   











Fig. 16.1, 16.2 Lao Di Fant Viewing Platform: In this subpage, we introduce Lao Di Fant Viewing Platform to the audiences.





Fig. 17.1-17.3 Ningxia Night Market: In this sub-pages, we introduce the final itinerary of Day 1 and introduce some of its famous snack.







Fig. 18 Day 2: We use Scratch to simulate backpackers going to places that we planned and use Cacoo to list the itinerary. In this way, audiences can have clear understanding of our travel plan. (Beitou Thermal Valley and Farmhouse are separately the first and second itineraries of Day 2→ See 3. Explain the application of this app→ Google Site)

   





Fig 19.1-19.4 Guandu National Park: We introduce the third itinerary of Day 3 –Guandu, and we introduce its different areas and list some regulations and information on it. 











Fig.20.1, 20.2 Nanjichang Night Market: We introduce the final itinerary of Day 3

 





Fig. 21 Day 3: We use Scratch to simulate backpackers going to places that we planned and use Cacoo to list the itinerary. In this way, audiences can have clear understanding of our travel plan.



Fig.22.1, 22.2 Shuanglian Market





Fig.23 Mao Kong



Fig.24 Treasure Hill Artist Village 

 

Fig.25 Route for Taipei Metro –How to Get to Places: It provides the audiences who do not familiar with MRT with the map. In this way, they can know how to take the MRT. 



Fig.26 Feedback: If the audiences have any questions, they can leave messages to us or directly contact us.



Fig.27.1-27.4 Difficulties & Solutions: We list the difficulties and solutions that we had encountered when creating final project 
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